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Solar thermal energy installation for student tutorial 

1. Objectives

Practical education is a powerful tool that can be used to complete the education of future 

engineers. 

The aim of this thesis is to adapt a standard solar water heater in order to make it able to be  

used for academic uses. As its use won’t be the usual one, and it’s wanted to observe the 

operation of the system, it will be necessary to monitor the significant variables and to design 

a load for the system. The load must cool the system in one way or another to close the  

cycle.

Those values that become impossible or difficult to measure could be simulated. 
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2. Introduction

Solar thermal energy is the one plants, animals and human beings have used since ever for 

heating  themselves  when  they  simply  stay  in  the  Sun.  Nowadays  heat  can  be  stored, 

transported and concentrated according to the use they are required for.

Using solar thermal energy is a very effective way of using solar energy. It is quite commonly 

used in some countries such as Greece, Turkey,  Israel or Austria,  specially for domestic 

uses. 

2.1. Introduction to solar energy

There are two main sources of energy that human beings are able to use nowadays: 

● Nuclear power intrinsic to matter that can be use by fission.

● Solar energy.

All the energy received by the Earth comes from the Sun. Although they are not called solar 

energy,  the  energy  that  comes  from  wind,  rivers,  fossil  fuels  or  tides  are,  at  last,  

consequences of the Sun.

Besides them there is energy known as  solar energy. They are called solar because they 

suffer less transformations to become useful for us. There is two types of that kind of energy:

● Photovoltaic  energy:  Transform  luminous  energy  into  electric  one  by  using 

photovoltaic cells. Transformation is done directly in cells and their performance can 

hardly exceed 20%.

● Solar thermal energy: Collect heat from the sunlight to produce hot water, heat or 

electrical power. Depend of the reached temperature the system can be classified as:

○ High temperature collectors. Reach over 500 ºC. They need greats amounts 

of surface. They concentrate sunlight by using mirrors in order to reach high 

temperatures. They use parabolic dish, parabolic trough, or power tower.

○ Middle temperature collectors. Supply temperatures between 100 and 300 ºC. 

They also use parabolic trough.
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○ Low temperature collectors. Supply temperatures under 65 ºC. They use flat 

plates to heat flux directly (with no concentration).  They are used in some 

industrial activities (pasteurization, textile cleaning), and for domestic uses as 

well (domestic hot water, domestic heating or swimming pool heating).

In the next pages the study will focus on the low temperature collectors used for heating 

water, as the thesis is based on one of them.
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2.2. Low temperature solar water heating system

Solar water heating system's operation is really simple: A group of pipes are arranged into a 

flat panel, usually south facing. Because of the dark absorber plate under the pipes and the 

glazing that produce a little greenhouse effect, the water in the pipes become hotter. This 

water can be stored in a tank waiting for its need.

2.2.1. Close-coupled thermosiphon solar water heater

Image 1: Schematic of a “close-coupled” thermosiphon solar water heater and image of a roof-mounted one.

In its most simple expression, the close-coupled thermosiphon solar water heater, the tank is 

situated immediately above the panel. It doesn’t even need a pump because water rises 

upwards naturally into the tank due a thermosiphon flow (cold water is heavier than hot one. 

As  the  water  gain  temperature  it  expands  and  flow up  while  the  cold  water  replace  it  

because of the gravity). The best quality of this system is its simplicity and so its sturdiness.

2.2.2. Pump-circulated solar water heater

From the simplest system there are improvements done in the matter. Renouncing some 

simplicity, a pump can be added in order to be able to locate the tank vertically below the 
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panels. It gives the opportunity to have different tank sizes and locations, and so a bigger 

amount of panels (thermosiphon cannot support a big hydraulic resistance). It also needs a 

pump controller  which will  start  and stop the pump when it’s  needed.  Usually,  it  have a 

closed loop for the water that goes through the panel. 

2.2.3. Use of antifreeze fluids

Image 2: Schematic of a closes loop solar water heater.

Some systems uses  antifreeze  (or  a  mix  of  water  and  antifreeze)  to  prevent  failure  or 

damages that the installation can suffer due a water freezing in the panel pipes during winter 

nights. In addition, users can adjust the proportion of water and antifreeze liquid in order to 

improve system’s operation and save antifreeze liquid. On the other side, antifreeze must 

not come in contact with water to heat. For this it’s necessary to have a closed loop and so a 

heat exchanger that is usually located inside the tank. The most used antifreeze liquid is 

propylene glycol.

2.2.4. Additional heating

Renewable energies come, in most of the cases, from uncontrollable sources. Solar energy 

is not an exception. That means that the source may be not constant and unpredictable. 
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Sun shines only during the day and days’ length are different depending on the season. The 

intermittence can be totally predicted, and so solved, by well sizing the system so it  can 

store enough energy during the day.

The big problem comes with the unpredictability. Storage system can be oversized, but it’s 

impossible to guarantee a maximum amount of cloudy days and so that the system will 

never run out of available energy. In order to solve that problem, and be able to provide 

energy in any circumstance, some systems have an additional heating system.

Image 3: Schematic of a solar water heater with boiler as additional heating system.

For  those  situations  when  the  system  runs  out  of  solar  energy,  a  boiler,  or  electrical 

resistances directly inside the tank, can provide the energy needed. Using them, solar water 

heating systems become as useful as the standard ones.

In this cases the relative size of each energy supplier system it’s really important. So there 

can be systems that,  in standard use, the most of the energy comes from the boiler (or 

electrical heater) and the supply become just a support energy. Or there can be systems 

where  the  main  incoming  energy  is  the  solar  one,  and  support  energy  is  used  just  in 

extraordinary situations.
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3. System owned by UTBM

The system used in this project is the same kind of system mentioned in the last chapter. 

Nevertheless it won’t use additional heating so the only incoming heat energy will come from 

the Sun.

There are two main parts of a solar water heater system: flat panels and tank.

3.1. Flat panels

Flat panels, provided by CSTBat, are called PRO 2,5. UTBM has two of them situated in 

Belfort’s  campus  in  the  outside  part  of  a  B  building  wall.  Inside  this  wall  there  is  the 

laboratory where the tanks is located. In order to minimize thermal loads it is important that 

panels and tank are as close as possible. 

Next table shows their features:

Length 2152 mm Pressure drop in “high flow” 300 mbar

Wide 1252 mm Capacity 1 2,14 l

Depth 98 mm Optical efficiency 80 %

Total surface 2,70 m2 Transmission losses coefficient 3,98 W/m2*K

3,98Absorber area 2,52 m2  Hydraulic connections 12 Cu..mm

Input surface 2,51 m2 Working pressure: 3 bar

Net weight 54,5 kg Working max pressure 6 bar

Absorption factor (alpha) 95 +/-1 % Test pressure 20 bar

Emissivity 5 +/- 1 % Heat transfer fluid Mix of water and 

glycol

Recommended volume flow 2 55 l/h*m2 Stagnation temperature 210 ºC

Pressure drop in “low flow” 130 mbar Max working temp 120 ºC

Table 1: PRO 2,5 characteristic’s table 3

1 Heating coil and return pipes.
2 With 4 collectors in series. In case of 2, flow = 27.5 l/h*m2.

3 Table 1 is directly taken from the information given by CSTBat.
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According to Google Maps, Belfort’s campus building B is 47.643217º north, 6.843479º east. 

Although  for  static  panels  the  optimal  orientation  is  south  facing  (in  the  northern 

hemisphere), in this case they almost face west: 73,1º south-west. 

Image 4: Solar panels and entrance location in UTBM’s building B.

That happens because B building is long and its south face is the main one and is also far 

away from tank location. 

Image 5: Panel’s photography on B building at UTBM.

Their inclination is 45º which is, for static panels, close to the optimal. In addition, there is a 

tree in front of a panel that will block out part of sun’s direct radiation for a couple of hours a 

day.
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3.2 Tank

The tank is the other most important part of the system. In fact, the tank is just a thermally 

isolated container of water whose main objective is to store thermal energy. As the water 

inside the tank becomes hotter, it stores more energy.

Image 6: Tank

Nevertheless and due to its proximity the tank gives its name to all the system that is inside 

or next to it: heat exchanger, pump, valves, additional heater, measurement tools... The heat 

exchanger is the responsible of heating the water. It is a looped pipe inside the tank always 

submerged in water. On the inside of the pipe flows heat carrier liquid. Heat exchanger could 

be located outside the tank but that would mean a complexer system and not necessarily 

more efficient.
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3.3. Operation

It is interesting to know a little about the operation of the system.

3.3.1. Becoming operational

The system becomes operational when two conditions happen: 

● A sensor, situated in the panel, notices that it’s temperature is over than a reference 

one (factory set at 30 ºC).

● Temperature at the panel is 10 ºC over the one inside the tank.

3.3.2. Auto-calibration phase

Then,  the  system gets  into  the  auto-calibration phase. This  phase  is  no  longer  than  5 

minutes but it’s recommended (and factory set) to last just 1. During this phase the pump 

works at full performance (100%). This phase allow the system to take the data needed to 

adjust the parameters that will make the system work correctly afterwards.

This phase is really important  because,  after  being stopped for a time, each part  of  the 

system (pipes, tank, collector, pump...), as they have different conditions, can be at different 

temperatures, and it’s not possible to know all of them and their influence in the operation. 

For example, a piece of pipe can be inside a building, another piece can be inside a wall, 

and a third one can in the outside at sun or in the shade. It would mean 4 different pipe and 

cooler temperatures depending on the situation. That’s why putting the system in operation 

for a few minutes makes it work in a stable conditions, and the data taken from them wont be 

affected by the initial and transitional conditions.

3.3.3. Standard operation

After the first phase, pump regime will be calculated dynamically. In order to maintain the 

temperature gap between collectors and tank as close as possible to a reference gap called 

DT (factory set at 20K). That will assure a good heat transmission. Pump’s minimum regime 

can be restricted by using parameter PN (factory set 50%). This parameter prevents useless 

low regime situations.
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Standard operation will finish when the tank acquires the reference temperature SX (factory 

set at 60 ºC, maximum 80 ºC).

3.3.4. Security protocols

Security protocols have the aim to protect both tank and panels from overheat.

There is a reference temperature (CX, factory set at 100 ºC), panels should not exceed. If it  

happens, pump will automatically become operational for cooling panels and maintain them 

this temperature. Pump will work until collector temperatures drops 5 ºC under CX or tank 

temperature reaches the maximum storage temperature (80 ºC).

Once the collectors temperature drops under tank’s one (per example, during the night), tank 

starts getting cooled until reference temperature (SX).
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4. Sun 

A solar system depends on the availability of solar light. Then is important to know how to 

maximize received energy.

4.1. Importance of panel situation and facing

A solar  flat  panel will  receive the maximum amount of energy when its normal direction 

points  the  sun  (around  1000  and  1300  W/m2).  When  that  doesn’t  happen,  the  angle 

between sun’s direction and panel’s normal will determine the energy received.

Image 7: Explanation of projection effect

Then, received energy is the energy received by a surface perpendicular to sun’s direction 

(maxim  received  energy)  multiplied  by  sinus  of  the  angle  between  sun’s  direction  and 

panel’s perpendicular one.
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When using static panels  it’s  important  to  locate them so the sinus (and so the energy 

received) is the maxim possible after a year (or after a winter day). For that it’s necessary to 

know how the relative position between Sun and Earth changes.
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4.2. Solar movement

Solar  movement itself  is  not  really complex:  Earth moves around the sun describing an 

elliptical trajectory. Earth also spin over an axis.

The difficulty comes because the axis Earth spin around, is not perpendicular to the ellipse 

described by the Sun. That is the cause of the different seasons and also that sun trajectory 

saw from Earth is constantly changing all around the year.

4.2.1. Azimuth and altitude  

In order to understand how is solar movement seen from Earth it’s important to know a two 

astronomic concepts: Azimuth, altitude and sun paths.

4.2.1.1. Azimuth

Azimuth is the angle formed between north direction and the direction of celestial interesting 

point projected in the horizon.

Image 8: Azimuth and altitude schematic
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4.2.1.2. Altitude

Altitude is the angle formed between a celestial point and the horizon.

4.2.1.3. Sun path

Sun path is the trajectory of the sun saw from the Earth.

4.2.2. Movement seen from the north hemisphere

Hereafter the text will refer to the north hemisphere.

Image 9 shows how the sun path changes during the year. Because of that change the day 

is longer in summer and shorter in winter, and sun shines more vertical in summer and more 

tangential in winter.

Image 9: Sun paths of the sun according to season.

Sun paths depends on the latitude and the date. The closer an observer is to the equator the 

higher the sun will be in spring and autumn during midday. The higher the sun gets, the 

longer de day will be. 
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Per example, in Belfort, the longest day have 16 hours of sunlight (21st of June) and the 

shorter  have 8.4 hours (21st December).
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4.3. Optimal panel orientation

Now we can understand what is the optimal orientation for static panels. In order to optimize 

the collected energy by static solar panels, its necessary to put the panel so it faces the sun 

as much as possible.

Solar path is always symmetric. There is no significant difference between its east half and 

west one. That means that the optimal orientation is always south.

What is the optimal altitude? It depends on the latitude of the panel. Despite there is an 

optimal inclination for each day (or season), it is accepted that the optimal one is around 40 

and 45 ºC respect the horizontal..

Sometimes it is interesting to increase that inclination a few degrees, so the panel will be 

configured for winter because there is more energy demand in winter or because energy the 

system collects more than enough energy in summer.
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5. Load

Our system have been designed to produce heat water for different domestic uses (heat 

water or heating). From our system's point of view those uses become loads. In that case, 

an amount of energy that must be transferred to a water mass.

But, as our intention is to use the system in an educational way, we have no standard 

loads so we need another one.

5.1. Why a load is needed?

All systems are made for solving a problem or supporting loads. If there is no load the 

system won’t work as it have been designed for and it may break. 

In our case, with no load the system could become overheated or, simply, don't work at all.  

That could happen because part of the system (solar collectors) is not controlled. Luckily, 

there are security protocols that will prevent damages in the system. Anyway, for a good 

study of the system it’s interesting to see how the system works with a real (or as much 

real as possible) load. 
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5.2. Load alternatives

It's interesting to consider some alternatives before deciding which one is the ideal one. 

• Throw hot water away

• Cool coolant

• Cool water

• Cover solar panels and wait until the system gets cold.

• Use hot water as usual

• Use hot water to heat another system

There can be more options,  more elaborated,  more complicated or  maybe simpler.  And 

there’s a few alternatives that are easy to reject. But it may be interesting to consider all of 

them and reject them according to a criteria.

In order to decide which alternative could be viable and right for system's needs, let's see a 

few characteristics of each alternative: 

5.2.1. Throw hot water away

Removing hot water and replacing it with new cold one, it allows the system to evacuate a lot 

of energy in few time. That would make the system works in a standard way (the same way 

that it would work in a domestic use). In addition it would need no additional machinery.

The  bad  point  is  that  it  would  suppose  a  great  waste  of  water  and  so  it  is  a  very 

unsustainable option

5.2.2. Cool the coolant

Coolant has lower specific heat than water, so it carries less energy than water. That can 

allow the cooler to be smaller.

Despite that, there are a lot of bad points: The system would have to be dismantled in order 

to have access to the coolant. It would be complicated and expensive because it would need 
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a lot of new machinery. Or course it would make the system work in a totally different way 

than usual. It also would make difficult,  almost impossible, to determine heat transfers or 

efficiencies.

5.2.3. Cool water

This alternative consists in cooling hot water provided by the system and returning it back to 

it. It's more sustainable than throwing hot water away because water is reused. It have a 

higher efficiency in the cooler. And, if  cooler is well sized, the system will  work as if  the 

system works in its standard.

The only bad point is the need of a cooler.

5.2.4. Cover solar panels

An easy and simple alternative is to cover solar panels and wait until the system gets cold. It  

wouldn’t need incoming energy at all.

The bad points are the next ones: The system doesn't work in standard conditions because, 

actually,  it   doesn't  work at all.  It  needs an initial  investment to build another system or 

machine that have to cover the panels. And it would take a lot of time because the tank is 

made specially for loosing as few energy as possible.

5.2.5. Use hot water

Use hot water consists in use produced hot water to satisfy building's hot water demand. 

The system would work in standard conditions and it is a sustainable option for it also hot 

useful water for “free”.

The problem is that there would be no control on the system because it is impossible to 

control hot water's demand. In addition, it would require new equipment (pipes and pumps) 

to carry the hot water to the building plumbing system.
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5.3. Alternatives criteria

Before choosing an alternative it is interesting to point the characteristics that would make an 

alternative be a good one.

Our goal is to test the system in the most realistic way. So our load have to make the system 

works as much similar as if it works in an standard process. That means: supply hot water,  

and be refilled with cold one.

The load have to be viable. It should not need a lot of resources: neither economic, nor 

material, nor energetic, nor hydrological.

By taking care of the material, energetic and hydrological resources, it will take care about 

the environment, that is something that must be taken in account in any project.

Flexibility:  Nowadays  it’s  always  good  to  be  able  to  adapt  to  changes.  If  there  is  an 

alternative that give the chance to get updated (in case of need to extend the system for  

example),  or  to  work  out  of  its  normal  working conditions  (over  its  nominal  regime,  for 

example) for a time, it have to be taken in consideration.
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5.4. Alternative election

Let's compare and value alternatives according to our criteria to determine which one is the 

ideal.

5.4.1. Cooling coolant or water

The big difference is that water have a greater specific heat than coolant. Than means that, 

in the same cooler (with the same volume flow) water will dissipate more heat (because it  

actually carries more energy). So the heater will be more efficient and, in case we want to 

dissipate the same amount of energy, the water cooler will be smaller and cheaper. Besides, 

cooling water the system works in a more realistic way.

5.4.2. Throw hot water away

Throw hot water away is a really unsustainable choice. It have just two good points: it makes 

the system works in the exactly same way as it is designed for and, with enough new water 

supply, it can take out a lot of energy. Despite that, bad points (great waste of water) make 

this choice really non-viable.

5.4.3. Cover solar panels

To cover solar panels require a great investment and don’t allow to take good measurements 

because the half of the system (heat transfer part) don’t even work. That's why that option 

can be almost discarded.

5.4.4. Use hot water

To use hot water for any other matter has a good part, which is the use of a resource we 

already produced. But it’s hard to find a matter that always needs energy or whose demand 

is controllable. So, even when it is one of the best alternatives, we can not renounce to 

control the system.
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Because of all these reasons, the author thinks that the best option is to cool water with a 

right sized cooler.
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5.5. Load design

It is decided to use a cooler that will low water's temperature. They can be a lot of ways to 

use a cooler: Building it with some some copper (or other conductive materials) pipes; using 

an existing cooler (per example a car's one) or group of them; or using another kind of 

coolers called radiators.

A single radiator may dissipate heat slowly. Then it will be interesting to think about how to 

make it more efficient.

Even when it's caller  RADIATOR, it  doesn't transfer too much energy by radiation but by 

convection.  Convection  energy  transfer  is  directly  proportional  to  exposed  area,  gap 

temperature between the body and the fluid around him and a convection coefficient.

Econvection = Convcoef * A * (Tbody - Tfluid)

Then, there are three concepts we have to maximize. For that, there are some actions that 

can be used:

• For increasing gap temperatures we can locate the radiator in the outside (always in 

the shade). It is a good option, specially  in winter (when outside temperatures can 

easily be more than 10 degrees lower than in the inside), and not so good during the 

summer (outside temperature is similar, or a little higher than insides one). The worse 

point is that it have a complex building.

• Increasing the area can be done, of course by not putting the radiator against a wall 

or  next  to  any  insulating  material  (which  would  reduce  the  exposed  area),  but 

increasing the number of  radiators.  This option is  not  really elegant.  An engineer 

should look for an smarter option before proposing a solution that suppose doubling 

or tripling used materials.

• The  last  factor  to  maximize  is  the  convection  coefficient.  It  can  be  increase  in 

different ways:

• Forced air convection can be around ten times higher than natural air one. We 

could make it by adding a fan focused on the radiator.

• Natural water convection is around 15 times higher than natural air  one. It 

could be a good option to immerse the radiator in water. The problem here is 

to have such a big water container to submerge a hole radiator.
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• Another way is to wet the radiator surface so the water would take not only 

heat for increase its temperature (specific heat) but also to change its state 

(latent heat of evaporation). Radiator wetting can be done manually (easy to 

do) or automatically (it would need a wetting system).

This actions can be done separately or at the same time. An easy combination can be: use a 

fan and wet the radiator. It doesn't mean necessarily two different systems. Water misting 

fans release a spray of water in front of the fan for an increased cooling effect. 

Image 10: Water misting fan

It can be a really good choice not only because it would wet radiator surface but it would do 

it with a fine spray that will increase water evaporation. 
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6. Acquisition and measurements

In order to know the performance of the system, its control unit shows a group of variables. 

Of course, these variable belong to the original system and it will be needed to know some 

others.

6.1. Measurements

6.1.1. Measurements given by the original system

Original system can display a few measures:

• Collector's temperature in ºC (TC). It's important not to assume that fluid coming from 

collectors is at the same temperature than the collectors.

• Temperature shown by the tank sensor in ºC (TS). We may accept that temperature 

as the average temperature of tank's water

• Amount  of  heat  energy stored in  the tank  in  kWh (value name:  kWh).  Product's 

handbook itself suggest that this measure may be not accurate.

• Pump regime in percentage (PC).

• Auto-setting time remaining in seconds (tc).

This  measures  are  totally  insufficient  for  our  aim.  We need  to  know the  incoming  and 

outgoing energy respect the tank.

6.1.2. Energy balance

Basically,  we need to be able to make an energy balance respect the tank. That means 

know the incoming and outgoing energy.

Energy balance (in stationary):

Incoming energy = Outgoing energy + Losses + Stored energy variation
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Image 11: Schematic of system's energy balance

Losses are difficult to measure so they will be calculated or simulated. That means that we 

may know by measuring, both the incoming and outgoing energies. To know that values it's 

necessary to know, for each of the 4 connections, the mass flux and the temperature (as we 

know the specific heat of their flows, we won't need anything else). 
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6.2. Acquisition: Needed meters

One may think that we need for each connection a flow meter and a thermometer. Actually it 

would be good to have them all. But, once more, it wouldn't be a smart engineering answer. 

Assuming that  there are no significant  mass losses neither in  the load,  nor in  the solar 

panels we can take the outgoing and incoming mass (not volume because of the different 

temperatures may make one of them more dense than the other) flux as equals. It is true 

that specific heat also changes with temperature and it can be taken into account. But is not 

actually necessary because the error introduced by not considering the variation of specific 

heat between water at 10 ºC and water at 90 ºC is less than 0,31%.

So we  have  reduced the number  of  needed meters  from 8 to  6  (2  flow meters  and 4 

thermometers) with no significant accuracy loose.

If it was necessary to minimize even more the expense in meters, we could take two more 

actions:

• To calibrate the pump so we could relate its (known) regime with the flow it gives. It  

would save just one flow meter,  because we need the other one to calibrate the 

pump and for measure the flow of the load circuit (we don't know the other pump 

regime). This action is not so good because the relation between pump's regime and 

its flow may be not constant in time and depends in other unknown factors. This 

would introduce a significant error so it's better not to do it.

• Another action that can save up to three thermometers is to trust the original system 

(the measures it gives), and accept some hypothesis:

◦ Accept that the flux that comes from the panels is at the (known) temperature of 

the panel sensor (or X ºC under it).

◦ Accept that both fluxes that part from the tank are at the temperature shown by 

the tank sensor. In this case the error of one of the fluxes can compensate a little  

the error of the other.
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Image 12: DIEHL Metering flow meter 

Even if  we  could  measure the error  introduced by these actions  it  is  risky to  compare 

measures taken from different kinds of meter. So, for a good measurement,  our system 

needs 2 flow meters and 4 thermometers.

In order to collect the data and allow a software to supervise the measures it is necessary 

that both thermometers and flow meters are electronic and provide some interfaces (par 

example M-Bus or L-Bus).  Once done, a software should be implemented with a few of 

simple equations. Then, the computer will have all the data and we could know the states of 

every part of the system.
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6.3. Equations

We can divide our system in three sub-systems: Panels, tank and load. They all are related 

by the energy balance done in the tank (already seen in section 6.1.2).

6.3.1. Energy balances and equations

Remember:

Incoming energy = Outgoing energy + Losses + Stored energy variation

In order to be more understandable, we are going to appoint a name to each pipe where we 

have information such as temperature and flux.

Image 13: Numbered schematic of system's energy balance

Now, we can say:

Incoming power = Flow1 (or2) * Cp1 (or 2) * (T1 – T2); Incoming energy = Incoming power * time

Outgoing power = Flow3 (or4) * Cp3 (or4) * (T3 - T 4); Outgoing energy = Outgoing power * time

So:

Δ Stored energy + Losses = [Flow1 * Cp1 * ΔT1-2 - Flow3 * Cp3 * ΔT3-4] * time

6.3.2. Equation possibilities

Now there are a few degrees of freedom because of the unknown variables. But it is not 

necessary a bad point. A lot of things can be calculated from now.
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6.3.2.1. Tank sub-system

If we focus in the tank:

• If the gap of time is short enough, we can suppose there is no losses and find out the 

stored energy variation. Then, per example, we can check out if system's display is 

right about energy stored in the system or how accurate it is.

◦ After a few repetitions, if we think system's display is trustworthy. We can take the 

value of  Δ  Stored energy from it  in  a longer  periods,  so  losses will  be more 

significant and find it out.

• If the system works for a while and there is no variation in any parameter, we can say 

it is in a stable state. That means that Δ Stored energy is 0. So we will be able, again, 

to find out losses.

6.3.2.2. Panel sub-system

In panel's sub-system a balance can be done so:

Flow1 * Cp1 * (T1 – T2) = Power received from the panel - pipe losses

Energy = Power * time

Here we can make a few calculus:

• If we trust the supplier handbook, we can accept that optical efficiency is 80% and 

find out the power that arrives to the panels (taking measures in short space of time 

so pipe losses ≈ 0): 

Power arriving to panels * 0.80 = Pipe losses + Flow1 * Cp1 * (T1 – T2)

◦ Here we can do the same done in tank's case. After a few similar, and so we 

suppose they are correct, measures we can use them to calculate pipe losses.

• Once we have the Power arriving to panels, we can try yo guess where does it come 

from. There are two kinds of sun radiation: diffuse and direct. Direct is the one that 

heat us when we can see the sun. Diffuse is the one that still heating us (much less, 

but still) when it's cloudy but there is sunlight. So, once we know the power that the 

sun is giving us, and knowing (thanks to a program explained in the next chapter) the 

direct radiation that panels would receive in a sunny day, we can determine which 

amount of energy comes from each type of radiation.

◦ After a few calculus, we could even determine if it's cloudy or not in the outside.

6.3.2.3. Load sub-system

See the equations already seen for the load:

Removed power = Flow3 * Cp3 * (T3 - T 4);
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Removed energy = Removed power * time

In this case we have no distinguished losses. Does it mean that load pipes are well isolated? 

Absolutely not, but on the contrary they should be as much conductor as possible. The aim 

of the load is to remove energy, so all the  losses become more removed energy and that 

makes our load a better one. So, in the equation, losses are included in term  Removed 

power. 

In  this  case,  just  assuming  that  a  radiator  acts  just  as  a  “convector”,  we  can  say  that 

Removed power is equal to heat transferred by convection:

Flow3 * Cp3 * (T3 - T 4) = hc * A * (T0 – T∞)

Where hc is the convection coefficient. A is the exposed area. And T0 and T∞ are surface 

temperature and air (room) one.

• In this case we will have the value of the term Removed power and we will have to 

find out the others. 

◦ Area can be easily measured if the radiator is flat (if not, we will have to look for 

an acceptable “equivalent area”.

◦ Temperatures can be measured by using standard thermometers.

◦ And finally we will find out the convection coefficient. If there is time enough the 

process  can  be  repeated  after  modifying  the  load  (switching  of  the  fan,  the 

wetting system, or both) to find out other convection coefficients.

Probably there are even more possibilities and calculus to do with this system. Here the 

author tried to point a little but varied group of them, touching a few different topics.
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7. Simulation software

In a proposed calculus we had assumed that we know the amount of energy that sun gives 

to our panels. Actually, it's false. We don't know yet how many energy the sun is giving our 

panels at every moment. Yet.

 

Once the solar movement is understood, we know that we can predict where it will be any 

day at  any time.  But,  if  we have really understood its movement,  we may see that  this 

venture is not trivial.

7.1. Initial program

I  started  by  understand  a  program  by  Manuel  M.  Monroy  for  Matlab  called  Programa 

CARTASOL (that goes for solar “card” or solar map). This software is a very useful, powerful 

and simple tool for our objective. 

CARTASOL1 works the next way: 

• It ask the user for the latitude and the date that they want to know the sun path. 

• From latitude, program find out the declination with this equation:

DECL = 23,45º * SIN [360 * (DATE-81)/365]

◦ This equation is easily to understand, once one have the concept of declination. 

Declination is the angle between a star (the sun) and the celestial equator. It's 

maximum is 23,45º in day number 172 (81+ a quarter a year); it's minimum is 

-23,45º in day number 355 (81+ ¾ a year); it value 0 in days 81 and 263 (81+ half 

a year). These four days are the solstices and equinoxes.

• Then the system divide a hole day in 48 parts of half an hour, and fins out the altitude 

and azimuth of the sun for each half an hour. 

• Lastly the program displays all the 48 altitudes and azimuths calculated for this day.

This program is really adaptable because it can offer all the information for knowing a sun 

path for any place in the world.

 

1 CARTASOL code is written in appendix 1. 
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7.2 Adapting the software

After a few uses, one realize that M. Monroy program is too powerful, too big, too generic 

and  a  little  annoying  for  users.  For  every use,  the  user  have  to  introduce  the  latitude, 

calculate the date and introduce it too. The result is a list of 48 pairs of numbers, so the user 

have to search for the one he/she needs.

7.2.1. Program1

Because of that the author introduced a few changes.

• Latitude was fixed for Belfort situation. That makes the program adapted to Belfort. 

And save time because it doesn't ask the latitude to the user any more. Anyway the 

latitude can be changed easily by setting up the program.

• On the other hand, a new variable was added: TIME. The program still calculating 

son location for all the day, but it will show just the one asked by the user instead of  

showing them all.

◦ The bad point about that is that, initially, user could ask just for exactly hours or 

hours and a half.

▪ For solving that problem, the program was configured so it interpolates when 

is necessary.

• Interpolation results were compared for different Spanish cities with the 

Spanish National Astronomical Observatory, and the error was under 1%.

• To increase the ergonomics of the program it shows the results in a user-friendly 

way: “At _ Sun's altitude is: _ and it's azimuth is: _”.

• And lastly, if the wanted altitude is negative the program will display “The sun is not  

visible (Negative altitude)”, instead of giving a negative value, that is useless for our 

objective.

All that changes result in Program11.

7.2.2. Datecalculus and Program2

The writer still think it was a bit annoying and non ergonomic to introduce the date in the 

asked  format.  Then  little  function  (datecalculus)  was  made  for  solving  the  problem. 

1 Program1 code is written in appendix 2. 
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Datecalculus uses the date of the present day to find out the same date in the correct format 

so Program1 would understand. It is not only a date format transformer but a function. It 

means it have no inputs so the user won't have to write the date any more.

Program1 using function datecalculus1 was called Program22.

7.2.3. Timecalculus, Program3 and situation

The last step to was to make one of the most simple function: timecalculus3. This function is 

similar to datecalculus but it gives the time instead of the date.

Despite the simplicity of the function, this step is important. because, added to Program2, 

the result  is  a program with no inputs.  It  don't  need any input  from the user.  This  new 

program was called Program34.

But,  why do we need a program with no inputs? Exactly,  with a few changes Program3 

became in a function. Then there were no need any more to be ergonomic because the new 

function can be used even for other functions or programs. 

This new functions was called situation5.

1 datecalculus code is written in appendix 3.
2 Program2 code is written in appendix 3.
3 timecalculus code is written in appendix 4.
4 Program3 code is NOT written in appendix because is too similar to situation's one.
5 situation code is written in appendix 4.
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7.3. Conclusion

With  those  programs  and  functions  it's  easy  to  know the  position  of  the  sun  in  every 

moment. 

Accepting  that  direct  radiation  may  be  in  Belfort  around  1000-1100W/m2.  The  calculus 

suggested in chapter 6.3.2.2. can be quite accurately done.
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9. Appendices

9.1. Appendix 1: Programa CARTASOL by Manuel Martín 
Monroy

CLS
PRINT "Programa <CARTASOL> Manuel Martín Monroy 1995"
PRINT "CALCULO GENERAL DE RECORRIDO SOLAR"
INPUT "LATITUD (§N) ="; LAT
INPUT "FECHA (1-365)="; FECHA
REDIM ASOL(48), ZSOL(48)
RAD = ATN(1) / 45
DECL = (23.45 * RAD) * SIN(360 * RAD * (FECHA - 81) / 365)
C1 = SIN(LAT * RAD) * SIN(DECL)
C2 = COS(LAT * RAD) * COS(DECL)
FOR X = 0 TO 48
W = (X / 48 * 360 - 180) * RAD
SENASOL = C1 + C2 * COS(W)
COSASOL = SQR(1 - SENASOL ^ 2)
ASOL(X) = ATN(SENASOL / COSASOL) / RAD
COSZSOL = (SIN(LAT * RAD) * SENASOL - SIN(DECL)) / (COS(LAT * RAD) * COSASOL)
IF COSZSOL >= 1 OR COSZSOL <= -1 THEN COSZSOL = 1
SENZSOL = SQR(1 - COSZSOL ^ 2)
ZSOL(X) = 90 'EVITA ERROR
IF COSZSOL <> 0 THEN ZSOL(X) = ATN(SENZSOL / COSZSOL) / RAD
IF ZSOL(X) < 0 THEN ZSOL(X) = 180 + ZSOL(X)
IF W < 0 THEN ZSOL(X) = -ZSOL(X)
NEXT X
FOR X = 0 TO 48 STEP 2
PRINT X / 2, ASOL(X), ZSOL(X)
NEXT X
END 
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9.2. Appendix 2: Program1 

disp ('Sun´s trajectory calculator')
DATE = input ('Insert date (day of the year) [1..365]');
TIME = input ('Insert time (hour) [1..24]');
LAT = 47.64; %Belfort's latitude = 47.64; It can be changed for other locations
ASOL = zeros(1, 48);
ZSOL = zeros(1, 48);
RAD = 2*pi / 360 ;

DECL = (23.45 * RAD) * sin(360 * RAD * (DATE - 81) / 365);
C1 = sin(LAT * RAD) * sin(DECL);
C2 = cos(LAT * RAD) * cos(DECL);
 
for X = 1:1:48
    W = (X / 48 * 360 - 180) * RAD;
    SENASOL = C1 + C2 * cos(W);
    COSASOL = sqrt(1 - SENASOL ^ 2);
    ASOL(X) = atan(SENASOL / COSASOL) / RAD;
    COSZSOL = (sin(LAT * RAD) * SENASOL - sin(DECL)) / (cos(LAT * RAD) * COSASOL);
    if COSZSOL >= 1
        COSZSOL = 1;
    elseif COSZSOL <= -1
        COSZSOL =1;
    end;
    SENZSOL = sqrt(1 - COSZSOL ^ 2);
    ZSOL(X) = 90; %EVITA ERROR
    
    if COSZSOL ~= 0
        ZSOL(X) = atan(SENZSOL / COSZSOL) / RAD;
    end
    if ZSOL(X) < 0
        ZSOL(X) = 180 + ZSOL(X);
    end
    
    if W < 0
        ZSOL(X) = -ZSOL(X);
    end
end %Now all the azimuths and altitudes of the day are calculated.
X = TIME*2; %X is the number of "half hours"
 if rem(X,1)==0.0; %Time asked is an hour o'clock, or an hour and a half.
 a= ASOL(X);
 z= ZSOL(X);
 else %Interpolation 
     dec = rem(X,1);
     a1= ASOL(X-rem(X,1));
     a2= ASOL(X-rem(X,1)+1);
     a = a1 + dec*(a2-a1);
     z1= ZSOL(X-rem(X,1));
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     z2= ZSOL(X-rem(X,1)+1);
     z = z1 + dec*(z2-z1);
 end
 if a>0
     disp ('At');
     disp (X/2);
     disp ('Sun´s altitude is:');
     disp (a);
     disp ('and it´s azimuth is:');
     disp (z);
 else
     disp ('The sun is not visible (Negative altitude)');
 end
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9.3. Appendix 3: datecalculus and Program2 

9.3.1. datecalculus code

function DATE = datecalculus ();
x1=datevec(date);
y=x1(1); %y is the current year
DATE = datenum(date)-datenum(y,0,0); 
%DATE is the number of days since the 1st day of the year

9.3.2. Program2 code

disp ('Sun´s trajectory calculator')
DATE = datecalculus; %There is no need to introduce the date any more;
TIME = input ('Insert time (hour) [1..24]');
LAT = 47.64; %Belfort's latitude = 47.64  It can be changed for other locations
ASOL = zeros(1, 48);
ZSOL = zeros(1, 48);
RAD = 2*pi / 360 ;

DECL = (23.45 * RAD) * sin(360 * RAD * (DATE - 81) / 365);
C1 = sin(LAT * RAD) * sin(DECL);
C2 = cos(LAT * RAD) * cos(DECL);
 
for X = 1:1:48
    W = (X / 48 * 360 - 180) * RAD;
    SENASOL = C1 + C2 * cos(W);
    COSASOL = sqrt(1 - SENASOL ^ 2);
    ASOL(X) = atan(SENASOL / COSASOL) / RAD;    
    COSZSOL = (sin(LAT * RAD) * SENASOL - sin(DECL)) / (cos(LAT * RAD) * COSASOL);
    if COSZSOL >= 1
        COSZSOL = 1;
    elseif COSZSOL <= -1
        COSZSOL =1;
    end;
    SENZSOL = sqrt(1 - COSZSOL ^ 2);
    ZSOL(X) = 90; %EVITA ERROR
    
    if COSZSOL ~= 0
        ZSOL(X) = atan(SENZSOL / COSZSOL) / RAD;
    end
    if ZSOL(X) < 0
        ZSOL(X) = 180 + ZSOL(X);
    end
    
    if W < 0
        ZSOL(X) = -ZSOL(X);
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    end
end %Now all the azimuths and altitudes of the day are calculated.
X = TIME*2; %X is the number of "half hours"
 if rem(X,1)==0.0; %Time asked is an hour o'clock, or an hour and a half.
 a= ASOL(X);
 z= ZSOL(X);
 else %Interpolation 
     dec = rem(X,1);
     a1= ASOL(X-rem(X,1));
     a2= ASOL(X-rem(X,1)+1);
     a = a1 + dec*(a2-a1);
     z1= ZSOL(X-rem(X,1));
     z2= ZSOL(X-rem(X,1)+1);
     z = z1 + dec*(z2-z1);
 end
 if a>0
     disp ('At');
     disp (X/2);
     disp ('Sun´s altitude is:');
     disp (a);
     disp ('and it´s azimuth is:');
     disp (z);
 else
     disp ('The sun is not visible (Negative altitude)');
 end
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9.4. Appendix 4: timecalculus and situation

9.4.1. timecalculus code

function TIME = timecalculus ();
t=clock;
TIME = t(4)+ t(5)/60 + t(6)/3600;

9.4.2. situation code

function [a,z] = situation ();
DATE = datecalculus; 
TIME = timecalculus; 
LAT = 47.64; %Belfort's latitude = 47.64  It can be changed for other locations
ASOL = zeros(1, 48);
ZSOL = zeros(1, 48);
RAD = 2*pi / 360 ;

DECL = (23.45 * RAD) * sin(360 * RAD * (DATE - 81) / 365);
C1 = sin(LAT * RAD) * sin(DECL);
C2 = cos(LAT * RAD) * cos(DECL);
 
for X = 1:1:48
    W = (X / 48 * 360 - 180) * RAD;
    SENASOL = C1 + C2 * cos(W);
    COSASOL = sqrt(1 - SENASOL ^ 2);
    ASOL(X) = atan(SENASOL / COSASOL) / RAD;
    
    COSZSOL = (sin(LAT * RAD) * SENASOL - sin(DECL)) / (cos(LAT * RAD) * COSASOL);
    if COSZSOL >= 1
        COSZSOL = 1;
    elseif COSZSOL <= -1
        COSZSOL =1;
    end;
    SENZSOL = sqrt(1 - COSZSOL ^ 2);
    ZSOL(X) = 90; %EVITA ERROR
    
    if COSZSOL ~= 0
        ZSOL(X) = atan(SENZSOL / COSZSOL) / RAD;
    end
    if ZSOL(X) < 0
        ZSOL(X) = 180 + ZSOL(X);
    end
    
    if W < 0
        ZSOL(X) = -ZSOL(X);
    end
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end %Now all the azimuths and altitudes of the day are calculated.
X = TIME*2; %X is the number of "half hours"
 if rem(X,1)==0.0; %Time asked is an hour o'clock, or an hour and a half.
 a= ASOL(X);
 z= ZSOL(X);
 else %Interpolation 
     dec = rem(X,1);
     a1= ASOL(X-rem(X,1));
     a2= ASOL(X-rem(X,1)+1);
     a = a1 + dec*(a2-a1);
     z1= ZSOL(X-rem(X,1));
     z2= ZSOL(X-rem(X,1)+1);
     z = z1 + dec*(z2-z1);
 end
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